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ABSTRACT 4D CT imaging has a great potential for use in stroke workup. A fully convolutional neural
network (CNN) for 3D multiclass segmentation in 4D CT is presented, which can be trained end-to-end
from sparse 2D annotations. The CNN was trained and validated on 42 4D CT acquisitions of the brain of
patients with suspicion of acute ischemic stroke. White matter, gray matter, cerebrospinal fluid, and vessels
were annotated by two trained observers. The mean Dice coefficients, contour mean distances, and absolute
volume differences were, respectively, 0.87 ± 0.04, 0.52 ± 0.47 mm, and 11.78 ± 9.55 % on a separate
test set of five patients, which were similar to the average interobserver variability scores of 0.88 ± 0.03,
0.72 ± 0.93 mm, and 8.86 ± 7.65 % outperforming the current state of the art. The proposed method is,
therefore, a promising deep neural network for multiclass segmentation in 4D spatiotemporal imaging data.
INDEX TERMS Deep learning, convolutional neural network (CNN), segmentation, sparse annotations,
brain, stroke, computed tomography (CT), CT perfusion (CTP), 3D, 4D.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computed tomography (CT) is at the core of modern acute
stroke workup [19]. CT is cheap, widely available, and fast
compared to other imaging modalities like magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI). Additionally, modern CT scanners can
cover the whole brain with high temporal and spatial resolu-
tion. From a head CT scan tissue densities can be derived,
which enables detecting pathology like hemorrhages. Addi-
tionally, acquiring a head CT shortly after injection of con-
trast agent enables the visualization of the cerebral vascu-
lature and hemodynamics. CT angiography (CTA) and CT
perfusion (4D CT) are two such post-contrast techniques,
which are respectively a single 3D CT scan and a series
of 3D CT scans over time. This work focuses on the later
type of acquisition, since we expect 4D CT to be the future
image modality for stroke. Essentially, 4D CT contains more
temporal information and the CTA can be derived from the
4D CT by a maximum intensity projection [39].
4D CT imaging will become increasingly important in the
clinical workup of acute stroke. It can be used to assess
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Ge Wang.
penumbra, infarct core and collateral flow, which can be
used for selecting stroke patients for reperfusion therapy [32].
A recent prospective clinical trial showed that 4DCT imaging
helps in identifying patients who will benefit from endovas-
cular treatment beyond the recommended time window of six
hours [28]. Segmentation of soft tissue is important because it
enables tissue dependent perfusion analysis, potentially refin-
ing the identification of infarction core and penumbra [2].
Segmentation of the cerebral vasculature is important for
many applications [19], [34], [43]. We have demonstrated
that it can be used to visualize vascular flow disturbances
reducing the time to detect abnormalities such as vascular
occlusion and arterio-venousmalformations [23]. Despite the
potential uses of 4D CT imaging for stroke, little work has
been done on automatic segmentation of tissues from 4D CT
data using computer algorithms.
Only one related method was found for 4D CT [22]
which was based on a traditional pattern recognition
approach. Although Manniesing et al. [22] does provide a
coarse segmentation for cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and ves-
sels, the quantitative evaluation was only done for white mat-
ter (WM) and gray matter (GM), and only in axial direction
of slices at specific brain locations. To our knowledge, a full
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FIGURE 1. Our model, a CNN architecture for multiresolution volumetric segmentation from 4D data. Input data were 4D CT subvolumes consisting
of 19 timepoints and a input size of n× n× n voxels, with n ∈ {92,100,108,116, . . . }. The network produced volumetric class probability maps for the
four segmentation classes with the same size as the input minus the size of the receptive field of 88× 88× 88 voxels. BN is an abbreviation for batch
normalization.
multiclass 3D segmentation method that includes WM, GM,
CSF and vessels in 4D CT and that has been quantitatively
evaluated for all classes, is currently nonexistent.
In this work we present a method for 3D multiclass seg-
mentation in 4D CT using a multiresolution fully convolu-
tional neural network (CNN)which is able to learn end-to-end
from 2D sparse annotations. The CNN is applied to 4D CT
images of acute ischemic stroke patients for segmentation of
WM, GM, CSF, and vessels.
Medical imaging has witnessed a sharp rise of applications
based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in a few
years of time [21]. CNNs are feed forward artificial neural
networks consisting of multiple convolutional layers succes-
sively encoding higher abstract representations. A powerful
trait of CNNs is that representations can be directly learned
from data without the need for manually creating or selecting
features.
However, many deep learning approaches avoid learning
from high dimensional data because of practical limitations,
i.e. higher GPU memory requirements and increased number
of computations. For example, [6], [11], [26], [36], [37], [40],
[47] propose a 2.5D approach in which multiple 2D patches
are sampled in different orientations around a center voxel
in 3D, and are then fed individually into a 2D CNN for
predicting the output class at the intersection. This approach
is suboptimal since 3D context outside of the sampled planes
is ignored.
Full 3D approaches have been proposed to a lesser
extent. Most provide fully convolutional approaches that
include multiresolution contextual information by process-
ing downscaled versions of the input and integrating the
lower resolution images later in the network at the original
voxel resolution [1], [5], [9], [16], [18], [25]. 3D U-Net [5]
is a fully convolutional network which processes 3D
input at four different image resolutions and provides a
voxel weighting scheme and smooth deformation field data
augmentation to be able to learn from sparsely annotated
data. Other 3D segmentation approaches try to leverage
recurrent operations [4], [31], [41], [46]. Some segmentation
approaches [3] utilize CNNs for processingmulti-channel 3D
data, but the channels represent data from different modal-
ities, whereas 4D spatiotemporal data represents multiple
acquisitions using the same modality over time. The distinc-
tion is useful, since the voxel intensities encode for simi-
lar physical phenomena in the latter case, hence calculating
statistics (e.g. averages, variance) over the temporal dimen-
sion becomes sensible. For example, consider carefully reg-
istered temporal images, taking a temporal average yields
a meaningful image, since its voxel intensities are approxi-
mately similar. However, for multi-model data, for example
MR T0, T1 and Flair images, averaging over its channels is
less meaningful, since the voxel intensities do not correspond
between channels. Only a single work was found in the litera-
ture that addressed 4D spatiotemporal data [38] for automatic
multi-organ detection in MR using unsupervised deep learn-
ing techniques. However, the resulting segmentations have
limited precision and class overlap.
II. METHODS
A. MODEL ARCHITECTURE
CNNs can be represented as directed graphs, where a node
(hereinafter referred to as layer) indicates an operation on
volumetric feature maps, incoming edges indicate what fea-
ture maps are fed to a layer, and outgoing edges repre-
sent the feature maps produced by a layer. Figure 1 shows
such a representation of our model. It consists of 15 con-
volution layers (green), 3 max-pool layers (yellow), and 3
upscale layers (blue). All solid arrows form the path through
the network that visits all the layers exactly once, whereas
the dotted arrows skip several layers within the network
(shortcuts). In addition to the shortcuts from the original
U-Net [35], shortcuts were added over every two consecutive
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33 convolutions as these were found to speed up convergence
and increase overall performance in combination with the
other shortcuts [10].
The model uses concatenation or elementwise summation
to merge two sets of feature maps at a layer into a single
set of feature maps. The concatenation layer joined the two
sets, resulting in a larger set of feature maps. To perform
elementwise summation, both sets are required to have the
same number of feature maps. If this was not the case, all
feature maps from the first set A (at the start of the curved
arrows in Figure 1) were (repeatedly) iterated and concate-
nated to a new setC until the number of feature maps between
set A and the second set B were the same. Next, the new
set C was used instead of the original first set A to perform
elementwise summation. For example, let A = (a, b, c)
(3 feature maps) and B = (f1, f2, f3, . . . , f64) (64 feature
maps). Now a new set C = (a, b, c, a, b, c, . . . ) is created
from set A by iterating its elements until it has the same 64
featuremaps as setB. Finally, the featuremap setsB andC are
merged by summation per feature map at the summation layer
D = (f1+a, f2+b, f3+ c, f4+a, f5+b, . . . , f63+ c, f64+a).
Note that swapping the contents of sets A and B, yields D =
(f1 + a, f2 + b, f3 + c). The feature maps in both sets were
cropped around the center to the smallest input feature map
size for both merge layers to resolve size mismatches.
The network was inspired by the 3D U-Net archi-
tecture. Feature extraction at each voxel resolution was
achieved by two subsequent 33 convolution layers with batch
normalization [15]. Each of these convolution was followed
by a leaky variant of a rectified linear activation unit (very
leaky ReLU) as defined in [13]:
f (x) =
{
x, if x ≥ 0
x/3, otherwise
(1)
The very leaky ReLU was preferred over the normal ReLU
since it emits similar behavior, but prevents ‘dying ReLU’.
This problem refers to a unit which only produces zeros for
any given input and which is unlikely to break out of that
state during training, whichmake these units no longer useful.
Downscaling the input by a factor of 2 was achieved by a
23 max-pool layer. For this architecture, there are four voxel
resolutions at which features were extracted: the original
resolution of 0.5 mm3/voxel, 1.0 mm3/voxel, 2.0 mm3/voxel
and 4.0 mm3/voxel. To synthesize the output class probability
maps from the lower resolution feature maps, the lower reso-
lution feature maps were first upsampled at each upsampling
layer by a factor 2 using nearest neighbor interpolation and
were then concatenated with the feature maps acquired ear-
lier at similar resolution (depicted by the horizontal striped
arrows in Figure 1). This upscaling operation was preferred
to the deconvolution operations in Çiçek et al. [5], since the
latter is thought to introduce artificial checkerboard patterns
in the output [29]. This data integration process was repeated
from lowest to the highest resolution until feature maps at the
original voxel resolution were retrieved. Finally, the output
at the last layer was passed through a soft-max activation
function.
The network architecture was fixed for training and eval-
uation and therefore introduced a fixed relation between net-
work input size and network output size. For instance, at each
33 convolution layer the size of the input feature maps is
reduced by 2 voxels, whereas a 23 max-pooling layer halves
the number of voxels and a 23 upsampling layer doubles
the spatial voxel size for the output feature maps. As the
feature maps were passed from layer to layer through the
network, it finally produced an output size which had 88
voxels less than the input size in every spatial dimension.
In this particular case, the size difference equals the size
of the receptive field of the network, where the size of the
receptive field of the network is the spatial extent of the input
voxels (subvolume) which contribute to the activation of a
single output unit, i.e. to the output class probability for an
individual voxel.
The network input were batches consisting of 4D CT sub-
volumes. Each subvolume could be varied in size (number of
voxels per spatial dimension) and could be varied in batch
size (number of subvolumes per batch), but should always
have a fixed number of time points. Selecting the subvolume
size and the batch size have practical implications on the
required GPURAM and on training performance. Valid input
size values are n ∈ {92, 100, 108, 116, . . . }, since n must
be bigger than the size of the receptive field of the network
(n > 88) and the input size should produce even sized
feature maps before each pooling layer to preserve voxel
correspondence at each resolution. For the experiments in
this work, we fixed the number of time points to 19, since
it matched the number of time points for each 4D CT acqui-
sition collected for this study (see section III). For network
training, we put the subvolume size to n = 124 voxels for
each spatial dimension and employed a batch size of 2. This
gave an output class probability map per segmentation class
with 36 voxels (124− 88) for each spatial dimension.
The full size final prediction segmentations were obtained
following a similar strategy as described by Çiçek et al. [5]
and Ronneberger et al. [35], by repeatedly shifting and apply-
ing a CNN on the input data until all input voxels had their
corresponding predictions. First, the input data was zero
padded with a border half the size of the receptive field of
44 voxels for all spatial dimensions. Next, the model was
repeatedly applied until all voxels within the input data had
corresponding brain tissue predictions.
B. MODEL TRAINING
In deep learning, training of the architecture is at least as
important as the design of the architecture. In this work,
a training strategy was used similar to the work of Çiçek
et al. [5], consisting of a categorical cross-entropy objec-
tive function adapted for sparse data; this was minimized
using default stochastic gradient descent optimizer with
Nestorov momentum [27]. Training was done on sparse
annotations, that is, annotations in 2D cross sections of 3D
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volumes derived from 4D data (See section III). In this
section, we describe the objective function and parameter
regularization, data sampling and augmentation, parame-
ter initialization, optimizer, and other technical details. The
reported hyperparameters in this section were experimentally
selected.
1) OBJECTIVE AND REGULARIZATION
The training objective is to find the set of weight parameters
2 for our model that minimize the loss function L(2 | t,w),
given the reference standard t and voxel weights w. The
loss function was constructed from the weighted categorical
cross entropyWCCE(·), and L1-norm L1(·) and L2-norm L2(·)
weight regularization terms, as follows:
L(2 | t,w) = λ0WCCE(2 | t,w)
+λ1L1(2)+ λ2L2(2) (2)
where λ0 = 1, λ1 = 1e−6, and λ2 = 1e−5. The WCCE(·) is
the weighted categorical cross-entropy loss function, which
calculates the weighted mean over the categorical cross
entropy CCEi(·) per voxel i with weights wi. The CCEi(·)
defines the error between output pi,j(2) of the soft-max acti-
vation function at the last layer of our model given the weight
parameters 2 and the reference standard ti,j for each voxel i
and segmentation class j:
WCCE(2 | t,w) =
∑
i wiCCEi(2 | t)∑
i wi
CCEi(2 | t) = −
∑
j
ti,jlog(pi,j(2)) (3)
The weights w were set to an annotation mask by setting the
weights wi to 1 if annotations were present for voxel i and to
0 otherwise, thereby only learning from labeled voxels.
Dropout was applied during training before the 33 convo-
lutions by setting 50% randomly selected voxels to zero at
the coarsest image resolution (Figure 1) for each processed
batch.
2) SAMPLING
All the annotated voxels within the cranial cavity formed
the sampling candidates. The cranial cavity is defined as
the space containing all soft tissues and CSF, including the
meninges, cerebrum, ventricles, cerebellum, and brain stem,
and was segmented using the method of Patel et al. [30]. Each
subvolume selected during training was centered on a single
sampling candidate in world coordinates. All subvolume vox-
els which were sampled outside of the input data were set to
zero value.
Each CNNmodel was shown 60k subvolumes, which were
processed in batches of 2 subvolumes during training. For
every 400 subvolumes an equal number of candidates were
sampled uniformly per tissue type from the set of sampling
candidates.
3) AUGMENTATIONS
Five types of augmentations were used during training to
artificially enlarge the sparsely annotated dataset. The use
of augmentations have shown to prevent overfitting, improve
generalization, and introduce invariance to the augmentations
used [5], [20].
For each subvolume in the training data, one of the five
following augmentations was assigned with equal probabil-
ity: identity-, mirroring-, rotation-, uniform scaling-, or elas-
tic deformation. Only one augmentation was computed per
subvolume to keep the computation time low. The identity
transformation reproduces the original signal. Mirroring flips
the input along the sagittal axis only. Rotation is expressed as
a 3D Euler rotation in degrees around the center of the subvol-
ume where the x, y, and z rotations are individually sampled
form the continuous uniform distribution U(−8, 8). Uniform
scaling is defined as an affine transform which rescales the
input uniformly by a scalar over all axis, which is sam-
pled from the continuous uniform distribution U(1.01, 1.25).
Scaling down was omitted from the scaling augmentation
since it could potentially remove small vascular structures
in the input. The elastic deformation applies a 3D linear
interpolation of the input subvolume where each individual
corner point of the bounding box of the subvolume was
given a different randomized offset in voxels for the x, y, and
z coordinates drawn from the normal distribution N (0, 6),
resulting in warped subvolumes.
A selected transformation was calculated once and then
applied to the input subvolume, annotation labels, and
annotation mask, with interpolation orders 1, 0, and 0,
respectively.
4) WEIGHT INITIALIZATION
At the start of training, all weights in the model were ini-
tialized using a He initialization scheme [14], which was
adjusted for the very leaky ReLU activation function (equa-
tion 1). That is, at each layer, the weights were sampled from
the following normal distribution:
N
(
0,
√
9/(5fanin)
)
(4)
where fanin is defined as the number of feature maps being
input to the layer multiplied by the size of the convolution
kernel. To keep the initialization constant across different
experiments, the random generators were seeded with the
same constant.
5) OPTIMIZER AND IMPLEMENTATION
A stochastic gradient descent optimizer was used start-
ing with a learning rate of 0.1, which was decreased
by a factor of 10 after having processed every 20k sub-
volumes. Momentum was used and was kept constant
at 0.9.
The model was implemented in Theano/Lasagne [8], [44]
and training was performed on an NVidia Titan X graphics
card with 12 GB of video memory.
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FIGURE 2. Data flow diagram for the 4D CT data distribution over the
training set, the validation set, test set A, and test set B.
III. DATA
A. PATIENT INCLUSION AND IMAGE ACQUISITION
This retrospective study was approved by the institutional
ethics committee and informed consent was waived. In total,
157 patients (age 63 ± 14 years, 61% male) with a suspi-
cion of stroke in 2015 or 2016 at the Radboud University
Medical Center, Nijmegen, the Netherlands, were included.
4D CT were acquired using a 320-row CT scanner (Toshiba
Aquilion ONE, Japan) consisting of 19 volumetric scans with
different exposures per time point. Patients received 80 mL
of contrast agent (Iomeron) injected in the cephalic vein at
the start of the first acquisition. Image reconstruction was
done using a FC41 smooth convolution kernel, resulting in
512 × 512 × 320 voxels with a voxel size of 0.47 × 0.47 ×
0.5 mm. One full 4D CT acquisition took in total less than
a minute to complete using a strict protocol with fixed time
intervals between each of the 19 volumetric scans. No pre-
processing or motion correction were performed during the
acquisition.
Twenty patients were excluded because of the presence
of large pathology (bleedings, infarcts, and excessive liquor)
or because of imaging artifacts (e.g., clips, drains, patient
motion, or beam hardening). Test set B was formed from
ninety patients cases. The remaining 47 patients were ran-
domly split into a training set of 32, a validation set of 10, and
test set A of 5 patients. Test set A was also used to assess the
observer variability. Figure 2 summarizes the data selection.
B. PREPROCESSING
Time points t > 0 were rigidly registered to the first time
point (t = 0), to correct for potential head movement during
acquisition. The registration was performed with Elastix [17]
using the steps and parameter settings as described by Man-
niesing et al. [22].
Cerebral soft tissue has a limited intensity range in CT,
approximately 20 HU to 65 HU [33]. Intensity values out-
side this range, for example bone which starts from 700
HU, may complicate training of CNNs and limit the optimal
achievable performance. Therefore, the registered 4D CT
was first clipped within the range [−50, 400] then linearly
scaled to [0, 1]. A broader clipping range was used rather than
the defined soft tissue HU ranges to preserve more spatial
contextual information.
C. REFERENCE STANDARD
The reference standard was obtained by manually annotating
the WM, GM, CSF, and vessels in a single 2D cross section
per patient imaging data. Annotations were carried out by
FIGURE 3. Example axial cross section for the derived images of a single
4D CT image used for annotation. Left: the temporal average for WM, GM,
and CSF segmentation. Right: the temporal variance for vessel
segmentation.
two medical students, who were trained and supervised by
an experienced neuroradiologist with more than 10 years of
experience. A 3D annotation tool, called VCAST (volumetric
cluster annotation and segmentation tool [45]) was developed
in-house specifically for this task. VCAST provides normal
annotation capabilities (like brushes for annotating voxels in
a cross section) and, in addition, provides supervoxel grids of
various sizes to add or remove annotations. Other capabilities
of the tool include instant navigation to the cross sections
requiring annotations and preset keys for the window levels
(center/width was 30/80 HU for CSF, 50/50 HU forWM/GM,
and 60/60 for vessels).
4D CT data is hard to interpret by human readers, which
results in long annotation times and an increased likelihood
of error. To facilitate the human readers, two images were
derived for each 4D CT, by merging the temporal informa-
tion. The weighted temporal average (WTA) [22] for annotat-
ing the WM, GM, and CSF because it has the highest signal-
to-noise ratio and best soft tissue contrast and the weighted
temporal variance (WTV) [24] for annotating the vessels
because of its sensitivity to contrast variations. However, even
in the WTV image, manually annotating vessel structures is
complex and time consuming because of their varying shapes
and sizes and the partial volume effects. Therefore, vessels
were first pre-segmented by an automated segmentation algo-
rithm based on local histogram features and a random forest
classifier [24]. This segmentation was then presented within
VCAST for further manual refinements. See Figure 3 for an
example of the derived images.
The areas selected for annotation are indicated in blue
in Figure 4. The cerebellum was insufficiently detailed for
an experienced reader to reliably derive WM and GM anno-
tations from—mainly because of the limitations of CT imag-
ing—andwas therefore excluded from all cross sections. The
falx cerebri and the tentorium cerebelli were left out because
these structures do not contain any of the four tissue types
used in this study.
The method of Patel et al. [30] was used to segment all
intracranial soft tissue, which was then manually adjusted
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FIGURE 4. Three cross sections (axial, coronal, sagittal) of an exemplar
4D CT case. Blue areas were selected for annotation by the observers,
other areas were not annotated.
to reflect masks similar to Figure 4. For each cross section,
the orthogonal plane was randomly selected, after which
the cross section to be annotated was extracted from the
selected plane. All cross sections consisting of less than
10% of the mask voxels were excluded from selection.
Six patients had 2D cross sections for all three orthogonal
planes, each plane was selected using previously described
method.
During annotations, four small densely connected voxel
subareas were found within the to be annotated cross sec-
tions for which the soft tissue labels could not reliably be
determined by the observers; these areas were ignored during
training (three areas) and evaluation (one area). The areas
had an average size of 76.4 mm3, were less than 0.1% of all
annotated voxels and the effect on the evaluation measures
was assessed to be insignificant. After the observers anno-
tated all patients once, two qualitative inspections were per-
formed by the radiologist to assess overall annotation quality.
Errors detected during these inspections were subsequently
corrected.
In total over 410 hours were spent by the observers in
creating the reference standard.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. OBSERVER VARIABILITY
Observer variability was estimated on five 4D CT data from
test set A, which were annotated in two subsequent series
by both observers. When observers were unsure about their
annotations, they were asked to leave those voxels out. Only
voxels annotated twice by both observers were used for cal-
culating the estimation. Intraobserver variability was reported
for both observers and interobserver variability was reported
for the first series of annotations. The Dice Similarity Coeffi-
cient (DSC) [7], contour mean distance (CMD), absolute vol-
ume difference (AVD), and mean volume difference (MVD)
were used as measures of evaluation.
The CMD between two non-zero pixel sets A and B
is defined as: CMD(A,B) = max(h(A,B), h(B,A)) where
h(A,B) = meana∈Amin
b∈B ||a − b||.It defines the mean dis-
tance between boundaries of non-zero pixel regions. The
MVD between two non-zero-pixel sets A and B is defined
as: MVD(A,B) = 1
n2
∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1 |Ai − Bj|, which computes
the volume difference in mm3. The AVD is then defined as:
AVD(A,B) = MVD(A,B)/ 1n
∑n
i=1 Ai, computing the relative
volume difference between A and B in %.
B. MODEL EVALUATION
Ourmodel was comparedwith 3DU-Net [5], which is a state-
of-the-art CNN model for volumetric image segmentation,
on DSC for the segmentations. The models are similar except
that our model has additional shortcuts over every pair of two
33 convolutions, uses very leaky ReLU instead of ReLU as
an activation function throughout the architecture, and uses
nearest neighbor upsampling instead of deconvolution. With
respect to the training parameters, our model uses modified
He initialization instead of Xavier initialization [12], uses a
batch size of 2 instead of 1, and has additional L1 and L2
regularization terms on the weights.
For a fair comparison, the 3D U-Net was trained and
evaluated in the samemanner as described in section II-B, but
used the architecture and weight initialization scheme from
the original work. Additionally, the two models shared most
of the hyper parameters, which were experimentally tuned
on the validation set. We have kept the batch size (2) and
subvolume size (1243 voxels) the same. Also, upsampling
layers instead of deconvolution layers were used since we
wanted to avoid checkerboard artifacts [29]. Furthermore,
we used the same optimizer, learning rate scheme, momen-
tum term, L1 and L2-norm weighting, and augmentations
from section II-B. Essentially, the only differences between
the models were: the weight initialization, use of additional
shortcuts over every pair of two 33 convolutions, and the
activation function. All other hyper parameters were kept the
same.
DSC, CMD, AVD, and MVD were used as evaluation
measure in all experiments. Each model was trained on
60k subvolumes randomly drawn from the annotated voxels
of the training set of 32 registered and normalized cases
(section III-B). After every 400 subvolumes processed the
DSC for each model was calculated on the separate validation
set of 10 cases. After completing all iterations, the model with
the highest average DSC for all classes on the validation set
was evaluated one last time on test set A of five cases to assess
the final performance. The average of all the test cases were
reported and specified per tissue type and observer.
C. STATE-OF-THE-ART COMPARISON
Our best performing model from section IV-B was com-
pared to Manniesing et al. [22] which is the current state-
of-the-art for WM/GM segmentation in 4D CT. The latter
method is based on feature extraction and support vec-
tor machine (SVM) classification. It was evaluated on
a different dataset with 22 different patients than the
32 patients in section III, but the data was obtained with
the same scanner. The dataset had more annotated cross
sections 87 than our training dataset 40. The method was
cross-validated on selected axial cross sectional slices in
22 patients.
For a fair comparison, only the voxels within the WM
and GM classes defined by their reference standard were
used for evaluation, since the competing method provided
coarse unevaluated segmentation classes for CSF and vessels.
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TABLE 1. The observer variability across five cases. Measures used are the Dice coefficient (DSC), contour mean distance (CMD) in mm, and absolute
volume difference (AVD), and mean volume difference (MVD) in mm3.
We compared the output segmentations of our method with
that of Manniesing et al. [22] using DSC, CMD, AVD, and
computation time. The best performing model (full model,
trained on 4D data from scratch) was selected and applied to
the entire dataset fromManniesing et al. [22] without prepro-
cessing or fine-tuning. Similar as in Manniesing et al. [22],
the statistics were first calculated per slice and then averaged
over all slices.
D. EXTENDED EVALUATION
Our method was applied to all cases from test set B and the
resulting segmentations were qualitatively inspected. For ten
of these cases a single cross section was annotated by a single
observer using the same selection and annotation procedures
as in section III-C. For this annotated subset, segmentations
from our method and 3D U-Net were quantitatively scored
versus on DSC, CMD, AVD, and MVD.
E. ABLATION EXPERIMENTS
Ablation experiments were performed to assess the contribu-
tion of the He initialization scheme versus Xavier initializa-
tion, the addition of the short shortcut connections, and the
replacement of the ReLU by the very leaky ReLU activation
function. We used our best performing model architecture
and training scheme as a basis and trained three new models.
For the first model we replaced the modified He initialization
scheme with Xavier initialization. For the second model we
left out the additional short shortcut connections, and for
the third model we replaced the very leaky ReLU functions
with normal ReLU functions. All models were reinitialized
at the beginning of training and were trained as described
in section II-B. The best models were selected by taking the
highest average DSC performance on the validation set. The
best models were evaluated on the ten annotated cases from
previous experiment.
V. RESULTS
A. OBSERVER VARIABILITY
The observer results are summarized in Table 1. The aver-
age DSC intra- and interobserver agreements were equal
or greater than 0.85 for all tissue types for both observers,
with most classes having over 0.90 overlap. Interobserver
agreement had average DSC scores equal or greater than 0.86
and overall were slightly lower than the intraobserver agree-
ment. Paired t-test showed statistically significant differences
(p < 0.05) between the two observers for all tissue types.
B. MODEL EVALUATION
The evaluation results are summarized in Table 2. In general,
high degrees of overlap with our model and the reference
standard were found for all classes, with average DSC in
the range of [0.85, 0.88] for observer 1 and [0.82, 0.84] for
observer 2. Paired t-tests over all experiments and classes
showed significant differences between observers (p < 0.05).
Paired t-tests showed that the segmentation results from our
model and that of 3DU-Net differed significantly (p < 0.05).
The training time for each of the models were approximately
4 days.
Figure 5 shows the results on test set A of five patients
obtained from the best performing model.
C. STATE-OF-THE-ART COMPARISON
The comparison results are summarized in Table 3. Paired
t-test showed significant differences for all three evaluation
measures for GM and computation time (p < 0.05) and a
significant difference for WM on CMD (p < 0.05). In gen-
eral, our model outperforms the pattern recognition SVM
method by Manniesing et al. [22] on DSC, AVD, CMD and
computation time.
D. EXTENDED EVALUATION
The segmentations from our method show good differenti-
ation of the WM, GM, CSF, and Vessels, with slight over-
estimation of the GM. The method makes more mistakes
around imaging artifacts, like streaking and metal artifacts,
but overall these errors appear minor. The quantitative results
on the extended evaluation set are listed in Table 4.Paired t-
tests showed significant differences between our model and
3D U-Net, for all tissue types and all metrics (p < 0.05).
Overall, our model outperforms 3D U-Net on all metrics.
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FIGURE 5. Qualitative results produced by our model on test set A. From left to right: temporal average,
reference standard (observer 2), model prediction; each row represents an annotated cross section from the
five test cases. The cerebellar area in the top row was unlabeled.
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TABLE 2. Quantitative segmentation results on the observer reference standards for our model and 3D U-Net. The Dice coefficient (DSC), contour mean
distance (CMD) in mm, absolute volume difference (AVD) in %, and mean volume difference (MVD) in mm3 were used for which the mean and standard
deviation were calculated for all five cases in test set A per tissue type and per observer (obs 1 and obs 2). For comparison we have added the
interobserver variability. Paired t-tests showed significant differences between observers p < 0.05 and between models p < 0.05, see section V-B for
details. Bold values indicate best performance between models per metric, per class, and per observer.
TABLE 3. Comparison between the our model and Manniesing et al. [22] on Dice coefficient (DSC), contour mean distance (CMD) in mm, and absolute
volume difference (AVD) in %. First three rows show segmentation scores for white matter (WM) and gray matter (GM). The final row shows average
computation time of the segmentation per model. ∗ indicates a p < 0.05. Bold values indicate best performance between models per metric and per class.
E. ABLATION EXPERIMENTS
The ablation results are listed in Table 5.Paired t-tests showed
significant differences, for all tissue types and all metrics,
between our model and our model without additional short-
cuts over 33 convolution pairs and between our model and
our model with ReLU instead of very leaky ReLU activation
functions (p < 0.05). However, the tests showed no sig-
nificant differences between our model and our model with
Xavier initialization instead of He initialization (p > 0.05).
VI. DISCUSSION
We have presented a fully convolutional multiclass deep
learning architecture for 3D segmentation which can learn
end-to-end from sparsely annotated 4D data. The method
gives high quality segmentations of WM, GM, CSF, and
vessels in 4D CT, approximating the interobserver agreement
and outperforms the current state-of-the-art.
The experimental results (Table 2 and Table 4) highlight
that our model significantly outperforms 3D U-Net with
respect to the DSC and CMD. This is likely to be the
combined contribution of the additional shortcuts, and the
very leaky ReLU activation function (Table 5). The additional
shortcuts are thought to simplify learning by allowing infor-
mation to directly skip the 23 convolutions pairs throughout
the network. The very leaky ReLU activation function is
thought to work better since it avoids ‘dead’ ReLU, which
is a state of a normal ReLU which always outputs zero and
is unlikely to break out of this state. Finally, He initialization
was thought to work better than Xavier initialization, since
it has been optimized for the ReLU function, which we use
throughout the network. However, there was no significant
improvement found from the ablation experiments (Table 5).
Our model slightly, but significantly, outperforms the cur-
rent state-of-the-art method byManniesing et al. [22] onWM
and GM segmentation with respect to the DSC, AVD, and
CMD (see Table 3), without any training or optimization on
the dataset used to train the competing method and with our
model being trained on less annotated training slices. Despite
these disadvantages our model significantly outperformed the
competing state-of-the-art method. If such measures were
taken the model is expected to perform even better. Further-
more, at prediction time, our model can be run on a GPU
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TABLE 4. Quantitative segmentation results on the extended reference
standard for our model and 3D U-Net. The Dice coefficient (DSC), contour
mean distance (CMD) in mm, absolute volume difference (AVD) in %, and
mean volume difference (MVD) in mm3 were used for which the mean
and standard deviation were calculated for the ten annotated cases in
test set B per tissue type. Paired t-tests showed significant differences
between models p < 0.05. Bold values indicate best performance
between models per metric, and per class.
TABLE 5. Ablation experiment segmentation results on Dice coefficient
(DSC), contour mean distance (CMD) in mm, absolute volume
difference (AVD) in %, and mean volume difference (MVD) in mm3.
Reported values are averages over all tissue classes. From left to right:
our best performing model (Ours), our model with Xavier instead of He
initialization (Ours-Xavier), our model with additional shortcuts over 33
convolution pairs removed (Ours-no skip), and our model with ReLU
instead of very leaky ReLU activation functions (Ours-ReLU). ∗ indicates a
significant difference between the average metric score for our model
and the average metric score of the ablated model (p < 0.05). Bold values
indicate best performance between models per metric.
within 5 minutes whereas the competing method, which can
not be easily GPU optimized, takes hours to compute on
multiple CPUs. Additionally, our model provides CSF and
vessels segmentations that were learned directly from 4D CT
data opposed to unevaluated segmentation methods based on
simple heuristics.
The quantitative results (see Table 2) approximate the
interobserver overlap for the model compared to observer
1. However, while still having good overlap, the results are
significantly inferior for the model compared to observer 2.
This difference might be a result of the fact that two out of
three training cases were annotated by observer 1. In other
words there was an observer imbalance of the training set.
Another explanation is that observer 1 had significantly lower
intraobserver variability, which may have resulted in easier
cases for the model to generalize to.
The scores from the extended evaluation on the test set
B (see Table 4) are overall in line with the findings on test
set A (see Table 2).3D U-Net significantly performed worse
than our model. However, the results on test set B are worse
on average than those on test set A. We suspect that to be
the case because the test set B had more difficult cases than
test set A. Because of this, the previously obtained interob-
server overlap on test set A cannot be fairly compared with
the new scores, since the previous indications are expected
to be overly optimistic regarding the more difficult cases.
Furthermore, we cannot compute new indications based on
a single observer.
We emphasize that annotating brain tissues of 4D CT is a
very difficult task for humans. Even though the observers had
access to 3D data while annotating, in practice they tend to
focus mainly on a single 2D cross section, which may intro-
duce an annotation bias. Visualization of test set A predictions
(see Figure 5) generally resulted in a good approximation
of the reference standard. In the axial cross sections, some
GM oversegmentation occurred with respect to the reference
standard, but the model predictions seem to better match the
underlying anatomy presented in the temporal average image.
The dataset used for the evaluation consisted exclusively of
normal appearing brain tissues without pathology or foreign
objects, which are seen in everyday clinical practice. The
data was collected as such to focus on testing the feasibility
of segmentation of WM/GM/CSF and vessels in 4D CT
using deep learning, which is traditionally the domain of MR
imaging. This implies that the method likely must be trained
on cases with pathology or foreign objects and at least be
evaluated on such cases, before it can be used in practice.
However, we argue that our method provides a valuable first
step towards this goal in the next paragraph.
In principle, the architecture is not limited to normal
tissues. It can easily be extended to include tissue classes
for pathology or foreign objects, such as core, penumbra,
bleedings, clips, drains, calcifications, and bone if sufficiently
annotated data for each class is collected. Furthermore, The
presented method can be easily applied in a semi-supervised
way on a cohort of pathology cases to get novel segmenta-
tions, which would yield most likely correct segmentations
in healthy tissue areas but would have many errors near
pathology or artifacts. Hence, expert observers could subse-
quently refine the segmentations for use as a novel reference
standard, which in turn can be used to train and improve the
model to reliably and verifiably deal with pathology as well.
We intend to address these issues in future work by adding
more annotated patient scans to the dataset using the method
described above, which will include pathology and foreign
objects and will be from different scanners and acquisition
protocols.
Our model has a straightforward design expecting a fixed
number of time points, which works well for data from
standardized acquisition protocols. However, dealing with
variable number of time points might be desirable in some
cases. In this case interpolation could be used, or recurrent
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layers could be used. While our model can be expanded
with additional layers, filters and shortcut connections to
enable learning a richer set of problem relevant feature maps.
However, this remains technically challenging due to the
total GPURAMmemory requirements for these experiments.
Although these changes may improve the stability of the
training process, it was not possible to increase the batch size
to more than 2 or to increase our input spatial dimensions
(picking a larger value for n, Figure 1) much further without
altering the network. In the future, we would like to distribute
our computations across multiple GPUs to cope with the
memory requirements and scale to larger networks, which
might involve switching to other deep learning frameworks.
Many aspects of the network architecture contributed to a
successful deep learning model, like the number of multi-
resolution levels, the number of feature maps and the size
of the filter kernels. our model has three max-pooling and
upscaling operations, which provide feature extraction at four
different resolution levels. The number of resolution levels
can be changed by removing or adding a pair of max-pooling
and upscaling operations and a long shortcut connection at a
particular resolution. Generally, more resolution levels result
in a bigger receptive field and hence each voxel can infer its
class from a broader volume of surrounding context, but the
minimal required input size increases. For example, increas-
ing the resolution level from four to five results in respectively
minimum required input subvolume sizes of 923 and 1883,
which would also increase the memory requirement by more
than a factor of eight and would no longer fit in GPU RAM.
The number of feature maps could only be slightly
increased due to memory limitations, but early experiments
did not give significant performance increase. Increasing the
feature maps at the earlier layers is especially troublesome,
since the resulting intermediate feature maps take a lot of
GPU memory. This problem is less expressed at the lower
resolution layers, where each feature map uses approximately
eight times less memory than a featuremap at a previous reso-
lution level. The minimal required feature maps for achieving
similar performance was not investigated due to the required
computation times, but it is expected that reducing the num-
ber of feature maps will at some point have a big effect on the
performance.
The size of the filter kernels can be varied, but can be
difficult to optimize, since it holds a close relation to the
receptive field and therefore also the minimum input size
for the network. Increasing all filter sizes from 33 to 53
for example requires much larger input subvolumes, which
would not fit in GPU RAM anymore. Another approach
would be to replace every pair of 33 filters by a single 55
filter, which effectively leaves the receptive field the same and
reduces intermediate feature map computations at the cost of
an extra non-linearity. Doing this properly involved lowering
the initial learning rate.
Setting the training hyper parameters – like batch size,
input size, optimizer choice, and optimizer parameters –
were found to be at least as important as the network
architecture to achieve goodmodel performance. In our expe-
rience, changing the batch size and input size, had a great
impact on training and final model performance. Generally
taking the batch size and input size as big as possible while
still being able to fit in GPU RAM memory worked best.
For the optimizer we have only experimented with default
stochastic gradient descent with momentum. We did not test
with other optimizers, but they might require some tweaking.
We do not expect big performance increases from using dif-
ferent optimizer. Tweaking of the optimizer parameters, like
the learning rate and momentum factor in our experience can
have a big impact on training and final model performance.
Whereas predicting with our model is relatively fast
(approximately 5 minutes for a full 4D CT case), the end-to-
end training of the network could take several days. Hence,
only a limited amount of experiments could be performed
for this study. We parallelized our experiments over multiple
Titan X GPUs to speed up training. Additionally, we split our
training and validation computations per experiment and dis-
tributed these over different GPUs. We simultaneously used
the CPU to prepare subvolumes while training on another
subvolume on the GPU, to ensure the best possible continuity
of input data. Furthermore, for validation we increased the
input subvolume size to better utilize the GPU memory and
predict slightly larger subvolumes, which also sped up the
process significantly. It might be possible to further reduce
training times through deep supervision approaches [42],
by reducing some of the complexity of the model or by
implementing more efficient data sampling schemes.
There is not much literature on CNNs with respect to
handling 4D or higher dimensional data; yet, it is the opinion
of the authors that deep learning approaches which are able
to cope with high dimensional data will become increas-
ingly important as datasets increase in size and incorpo-
rate more dimensions. Hence, the competitive segmentation
results achieved by our proposed method, which was directly
learned from 4D CT input, suggests potential application of
the method beyond the application of stroke imaging.
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